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In this Issue:
Betweenany two of the multitudeof microwaveantennasthat dot our countrysidethere
Theyare kept
may be,to give a typicalnumber,2700 conversationsgoingon simultaneously.
from interferingwith each other by assigningeach conversationits own channel,a narrow
band of frequencieswithin a band wide enoughto hold all 270Achannels.The composite
2700-channelslgnal,calleda basebandsignal,is ultimatelyimpressedon a high-frequency
microwavecarriersignalfor transmissionfrom antennato antenna.
Frequencydivisionmultiplexmicrowaveradiocommunicationslinksof this type are complex systemsthat requirefrequenttestingto maintain.The requiredtests, which are many
organizationssuchas CCITT,CCIR,Bell,and Intelsat.
and complex,are specifiedby variousstandards-setting
some
on the microwavesignal,and ct?b6ntermediate
made
on
the
baseband
equipment,
Some tests are
frequenciesthat exist within radio systems.Both in-serviceand out-of-servicetests are done.
This month'scoversubject,Model3724N25N26ABasebandAnalyzer,is designedto simplifyand reducethe
costsof radiosystemtesting.lt combinesall of the instrumentscommonlyusedon the basebandof a microwave
radiosystemin a singleintegratedtest set with a commondisplayand keyboard.Measurementmodescan be
changedat the press of a key withoutthe recablingand retuningthat have to be done if multipletest sets are
used.The 3724Aautomatesmany routinesthat were formerlytime-consumingand tedious,therebylowering
test and inspectiontimes and improvingaccuracy,and it does the job of both in-serviceand out-olservicetest
sets. A major featureof the 3724A BasebandAnalyzeris an advancedreceiverthat takes on many different
personalitiesundercontrolof the analyzer'sbuilt-inmicroprocessor.
The designof this receiveris describedin
the articleon page 8. Other 3724Aarticlesare on pages3, 18, and22.
In today'selectroniccircuits,transitionsoftenoccurwithin nanoseconds(a nanosecondis a thousandthof a
millionthof a second).To observethese fast events,the designengineertypicallyuses an oscilloscope.lf the
eventof interestis a transientor glitchthat occursso seldomthat an ordinaryoscilloscopecan'tproducea usable
trace, it may still be possibleto captureand displaythe anomalyusing a storageoscilloscope.The articleon
page26 describesthe designof a storageoscilloscopethat'sabout as good as you can get for this kind of job.
Combiningan extremelyfast writingrate of 2000 centimetresper microsecondwith a high bandwidthof 275
megahertz,the HP 17274StorageOscilloscopeis designedto displayelusiveeventsthat are difficultto observe
becausethey are fast and infrequent.
-R. P. Dolan
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An IntegratedTest Set for Microwave
RadioLink BasebandAnalysis
Thisinstrumentcombines sixtraditionaltesti nstrumentsinto
onepackageforeasybasebandmeasurementsfrom
50 Hz
to 18.6 MHz. An internal microprocessorsimplifies lesf
setup,improvesaccuracy,and enables the instrumentto
check itself.
by Richard J. Roberts

ODAY'S microwave radio systems are placing
increasing demands on the qualified personnel
available to maintain them. This in turn creares a
strong need for more accurate, easier-to-use instrumentation that can be used either with local automatic control or
as part of a centralized surveillance system. This can be
difficult to achieve when one considers the number of instruments necessary to maintain a microwave radio station,
each with its own interface and input/output structures.
Similar problems confront manufacturers who desire high
test throughput to minimize costs without sacrificing measurement accuracy. Reduced test time is even more important during the commissioning phase when high-caliber
engineers have to carry out large numbers of measurements
before a new radio link becomes operational.
The HP Model 3724A125L126A Baseband Analyzer (Fig.
1) contains all of the test instruments that are used on the
baseband of a radio link (up to 18.6 MHz) and links them to
a common CRT (cathode ray tube) display and keyboard.
This convenient package can effectively replace the following instruments:
r Wideband power meter
r Selective voltmeter
r Synthesized signal generator
I Frequency counter
a Spectrum analyzer
r White-noise test set.
This new instrument provides a high degree of user flexibility, very high measurement accuracy, and new ways of
doing measurements. Large time savings can be made when
commissioning radio links, greater throughput can be
achieved in manufacturers' final system tests, and there is
less dependence on operator skill in achieving high accuracy measurements.
The instrument is contained in three boxes; the lower two
contain the main instrument and the upper one is used to
house the plug-in filters for white-noise testing. The instrument may be broken down into the following sections
(Fig. 21.
r A versatile selective receiver with very low distortion,
low noise and high accuracy. The appropriate signal
routing and IF (intermediate-frequency) filtering are automatically selected by the internal microprocessor and
power measurements are made by a true-rms detector or a

logarithmic amplifier/detector.
A low-noise, wide-range, true-rms wideband power
measurement path.
A synthesized local oscillator giving receiver tuning
from 10 Hz to'18.6 MHz in 10-Hz steps. This oscillator is
phase-locked to an internal HP 10S11.A,Crystal OscilIator. The same local oscillator is also used in an openloop swept mode for spectrum analysis.
A generator providing either a tracking CW
(continuous-wave) output signal or a white-noise load-
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Fig. 1. The HP Model 3724A12541264BasebandAnalyzer
can measureall of the basebandparametersof a microwave
FDM (frequency divisionmultiplex)radio link that are required
to characterize its performance.
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level measurements in a 3.1-kHz bandwidth may also include true psophometric or C-message-weightingnetworks
giving measurementsin dBmp, dBmOp, pWOp, pWOC,
dBrnC and dBrnCO.*
Noise-with-tone measurementscan be made. In this case
the tone in a channel is filtered out with a 1-kHz notch filter,
leaving the noise in that channel to be measured.
The exact frequency of a tone within the measuring
bandwidth may be counted to either 1-Hz or o.L-Hz resolution. This resolution may be used for checking pilot frequenciesor measuring low-level spurious tones as an aid to
tracing their origin.
The tuned frequency can be selected in a variety of ways
besidesthe normal keyboard entry or manual control using
the rotary pulse generator. First, the frequency of a tone
HPIB
within the measurement bandwidth as measured by the
internal frequency counter may simply be transferred to the
tuned center frequency, This ensures maximum measurement accuracy and ease of use when using the narrowFlg. 2. Simplifiedblock diagramof the 3724A1254/264 bandwidth filters. Second, when making in-service measurements on a live system the telephone channels are
BasebandAnalyzer.
described by tables giving each channel's virtual carrier or
referencetone frequency and whether it is upper sideband
ing signal conforming to CCIR* recommendations.
or lower sideband. The tuned frequency of the baseband
r Plug-in filters for white-noise loading. These consist of
analyzer can be entered in terms of the carrier or tone
to
the
band-defining and bandstop filters conforming
frequency and upper or lower sideband, and the instrument
CCIR and Intelsat recommendations.
will automatically tune the receiver to either the center of
r Overall control of the inshument with a 6800 microthe channel with the 3.1-kHz and 1.74-kHzfilters or the
processorand 60Kxg bits of ROM (read-only memory)
carrier frequenry or tone frequency with the 400-Hz or
(random-access
The
memory).
and 4Kx8 bits of RAM
40-Hz filters. Third, a frequency step size can be entered
RAM is also used by the display driver circuits via direct
and the center, carrier or tone frequency incremented by
memory access.The CRT display is an HP 1340ADisplay
that amount using the ,ff. or.{} keys.
Module.
r Remotecontrol via the HP-IB.**
Tracking Generator
In addition to the capabilities of all the above instruments,
The tracking generator can be used in conjunction with
between
the baseband analyzer allows rapid switching
most modes of the instrument. It has a range from *6 dBm
these measurementswithout retuning or recabling. Thus a
to -60 dBm with 0.1-dBresolution and is flat within 0.2 dB
problem can always be diagnosed or analyzed using the
from 10 kHz to 1,4MHa With the restriction that it always
optimum or altemate configurations of the instrument. Not
tracks the receiver setting this output can be used as a
valuable
Analyzer
Baseband
a
only is Ihe 3724A1254J26A
synthesizedsignal generatorin most applications.
inshument for setting up and troubleshooting microwave
links, it is alsoan excellenttool for in-servicemeasurement
Scan and High-Level-UserAlgorithms
and analysis with dedicated algorithms for such use.
The scan mode is a general-purpose algorithm that consists
of a sequenceof selectivelevel measurementsbetween
Wideband and Selective Power
defined
start and stop frequencies, each of which is comTrue-rmswideband power measurments(Fig. 3a) can be
pared
with
either or both upper and lower threshold limits.
-76
frequency
dBm over a
made from +20 dBm to lessthan
Any of the four measurement bandwidths may be selected
range from 2O Hz to 18.6 MHz. Selective level measureand any frequency-step size may be used. Measurements
ments (Fig. 3b) may be made with either a 3.1-kHzchannel
outside of these limits are tabulated on the CRT (Fig. 3c),
filter, a 7.74-kHz noise filter, a4OO-Hznarrowband filter, or
thus
avoiding the need for a separateprinter. The format
pilot
is
very
filter. The noise floor
low at less than
a 4O-Hz
gives
the frequency of the violation, its maximum or
-125 dBm in a 1.74-kHz bandwidth. The second and
power level, and a count of the number of times
minimum
third-order intermodulation distortion products are less
frequency
violation has occurred. A pointer may be
that
the
-80
-75
than
dB and
dB respectively.A variety of meamoved to any frequency in the table (2164.OOkHzin Fig. 3c)
surementunits areused in the worldwide communications
whereupon that frequency will be automatically transferred
market and to avoid confusion or possible errors the apto the selective-level or spectrum analysis modes for further
propriate units may be selectedfrom the keyboard. Thus
investigation when either mode is selected.
power
in
and
measurementsmay be made dBm
wideband
The high-level-user algorithm addresses the need for
pW. Also by entering a known test-level point, relative
measurementsin dBmO or pWO may be made. Selective
* International
RadioConsullativeCommitlee
**Hewlett-Packard's
mplementation
ol IEEEStandard488 (1978).
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'Editor's Note: Here O indicates a measurementvalue relativeto a krpwn test lev€|, p
indicates psophometric weighting, C indicates C-message weighting, and rn indicates
referencenoise level. Hence, dBrnCO is dB above reterencenoise level with C-message
weighting corrected by the test-levelvalue.

rapidly finding any signals in the actual basebandtraffic
that are above an upper threshold limit. This is an ever
presentproblem, especiallywith the variety of equipment
availablethat the consumer may connect to the telephone
line. Location of these offending signal sourcesis usually
time-consuming and ineffective,yet with this mode of operation,1800channelscan be scannedin about B0 seconds,
rapidly giving the frequency and level of any offending
signal. If left running over a period of time the table displayed on the CRTwill give an indication of the duration of
eachsignaltogetherwith its frequencyand maximum level.
Spectrum Analysis
The spectrumanalysismode (Fig. 3d) givesthe operatora
conventional spectrum analyzer with 2 or 10 dB/division
resolution and automaticor fixed coupling betweenresolution bandwidth, video bandwidth and sweep time. This
gives a choice betweencompleteflexibility and easeof use
with generally optimum settings. In addition there is a
shifted key labeled SPURIOUS
that presetsthe resolution
and video bandwidths to the optimum parametersto find
spurioustoneson the unloadedbasebandin the presenceof
noise, The tracking generator operatesin a conventional
manner in this mode.

Baseband Response
The selective-level,scan, and spectrum analysis modes
allow amplitude responsemeasurementsof componentsor
systems,with high accuracy on a point-by-point basis or
high dynamic range on a swept basis. The basebandresponse mode combines high resolution and a fast swept
responsetogetherwith local or end-to-endmeasurements.
Thus the basebandamplitude responseof a radio link can
be rapidly checkedand adjustedwith a clear display of the
measurementin contrast with the conventional point-bypoint method of measurementand adjustment.
The 1 dB/division or 0.1 dB/division display (Fig. 3e)
consistsof 33 equally spacedselectivelevel measurements
made between defined start and stop frequencies, the
number of points being chosento give the optimum balance
betweenresolution and update rate.Although the residual
responseof the 3724A and the test cablesconnectedin a
back-to-backconfiguration is typically +0.24 dB, there is
also a memory which can be used to normalize any measurementagainst either a previous measurementor, since
the datain the memory may be enteredthrough the HP-IB,a
predetermined standard or shape,Such normalization allows the residual responsesto be removed from the measurementresult.

Fig. 3. Typical displays for various modes of the 37244125A126A
Baseband Analyzer. (a) Wideband power. (b) Selective level.
(c) Scan. (d) Spectrum analysis.
(e) Baseband response. (f) Manual noise. (g) Automatic noise. (h)
Se/f{est.
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White-Noise Testing of FDM Communication Links
F xD M ) h a s b e e n t h e m a l o r
F r e q u e n c y - d i v i s i o n - m u l t i p(l e
Noise
method of combiningindividualtelephonechannelsinto one
Power
Oensily
B. The early communication
systems
complexsignalsince 19.1
(Bandstop
were limitedto about 24 channelsby the open-wirelinesand
filter out)
technologyavailableat that time.Today,it is commontot 2700
overa single
togetherfortransmission
Noise
channelsto be multiplexed
Power
microwaveradiochanneland over 10,000channelscan be mulDensity
tiplexedontoa coaxialcablesystem.A basic"group"consistsof
(Bandstop
12 teleohonechannels.each modulatedonto a 4-kHzband betilter in)
suppressed-carrier
tween60 and 108kHz usingsingle-sideband
l+ Baseband
N
modulation.In the same manner"supergroups"and "masterFrequency
groups" are built up until a completebasebandsignalof the
Fig. 'f , By measuring the noise power output from a system
requiredcapacityis formed.
under test with a white noiseinput signal with (P) and without
It iq psspntialthat thc oarametersof the wholetransmission
(P,)a narrow bandstop filter switched in , the noisepower tatio
conversaso thatthe othersimultaneous
systemare maintained
(NPB) can be determinedfrom the equation NPR : 10 log
belowan acceptable
tionsdo notdegradeany one conversation
(PltP2)dB.
the overall
level.White-noise
testingis a meansof establishing
parameter
inquality
of a systemby measuringone
sublective
parts.lThisis doneby
of the individual
steadof alltheparameters
u s e d t o d e s c r i b et h i s s i g n a l - t o - n o i sme e a s u r e m e nbt u t t h e
replacingthetrafficbeingcarriedby the basebandby whitenoise
the same in each case. A lurthermeatechniqueis essentially
by filtersto the bandwidthof the baseband
that is band-limited
surementis usuallymade to distinguishbetweenthe thermalor
of the normaltraffic'
undertest.Thisgivesa verygood simulation
o{ the systemundertestand the interintrinsicnoisecontribution
and by varyingthe overallappliedpowerlevelone can simulate
modulationnoise.This intrinsicnoiseis eithermeasuredas an
conditionsvaryingfrom lightloadingto severeoverloading.
absolutepoweroras an NPRwiththenoiseswitchedout,P, being
bandstopfilters(ideally4 kHz wide)
Very narrow-bandwidth
the power level at nominalloadinghad the noisesignal been
noiseratio
can be insertedat three or four frequenciesin this white-noise
is calledthe basicintrinslc
applied.Thismeasurement
signalto simulatequietchannelsin the normalbasebandtraffic
(BrNR)
(Fig 1) lf thissignalis now passedthroughthe systemundertest
of meritforthesystemcan be obtainedfor
Thusan overallfigure
parts of the basebandat the
therewill be a certainincreasein the noisein thesequietchanlow, middle,and high-frequency
limitations
and intermodunels,or slots,becauseof thermal-noise
can help
nominalloadinglevel.In addition,thesemeasurements
lationdistortionwithinthe sydtem.Thiscan be measuredas the
whenthe performance
indicatethe directionfor troubleshootlng
noise power ratio (NPR),which is the ratio in dB of the noise
of the systemis belowan acceptablelevel.
density P, with the bandstopfilter switchedout to the noise
densityP, in the slot with the bandstopfilterswitchedin; it is
Reference:
t r e s sL 1 d L u t o n ,1 9 7 4
1 M . J .T a n t , T h e W h t e N o i s eB o o k , W h t e C r e s c e nP
normallvmeasuredin a 1.74-kHzbandwidth,Otherunitsareoften
Measurements may be made either on a local basis using
the tracking generator output or on a remote basis using the
receiver of one instrument and the tracking generator of
another. In the latter case the receiver locks onto the incoming signal without any additional interconnection.

White-NoiseTesting
For white-noise testing the generator output is a uniform
spectrum of white noise used to simulate the traffic on a
radio link (see box above). The filters for this mode, together with the noise source, are housed in the 37264
mainframe. The low-distortion baseband analyzer meets
the recommended CCIR test instrument specification of a
noise power ratio (NPR) greater than 67dB without the need
for matching bandpass prefilters as normally used in
white-noise test sets. If higher NPR measurements are
needed, such as for component testing, then bandpass filters can be added easily to the baseband analyzer.
The instrument may be operated in either a manual (Fig.
3fl or an automatic sequence (Fig. 39) mode. The former is
compatible with existing white-noise instrumentation and
gives the operator complete measurement flexibility. Since
bandpass filters normally are not used in the 37244 the
A p R t Li 9 B 2
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receiver may be tuned to any slot frequency in the baseband,
or when traffic is on the system, to any inband or out-ofband monitoring slot. * In the AUTO SEQuence mode a series
of measurements is made to display (Fig. 39) the noise
power ratio or signal-to-noise ratio and the thermal noise
(noise generator switched offJ at up to four slot frequencies
across the baseband without any intervention by the
operator. This measurement also can be made on a remote
basis without any additional interconnection.
HP-lB lnterface
The simplest use of the HP-IB interface is with either an
HP 7 225A Graphics Plotter or 7 2458 Plotter/Printer without
an additional controller. Any of the CRT displays may be
obtained in hard copy by pressing the PRINT key on the
3724A Baseband Analyzer. In this way three or four plots
can produce all the information needed to document the
performance of a microwave radio link on a routine maintenance basis.
The addition of a controller, such as an HP-B5A Personal
Computer, makes all the front-panel controls accessible
'Slol frequencies are speciiied by CC R, Intersal. etc. for samp ng the perlormance of the

NOI{INFL LORII -19.5d8fr
GRFPH NIJI1BER1 SLOT FREOUENCY534KHZ
GRNH{ NUI,IBERA SLOT FREOUENCY38E6KHZ
GRFPH NIJIBER 3 SLOT FREOUENCY78QOkH2

Fig.4, White-noiseV-curves.Using the HP-lB interface and a
plotter, one can directly record many measurcmentsin a convenient format.
through the HP-IB, plus some others that are dedicated to
specific functions available only over the HP-IB. Thus the
setup of measurements and large specific sequences of
measurements may be rapidly carried out, analyzed and
documented. An example is shown in Fig. 4 where a complete set of white-noise V-curves has been measured and
plotted using a simple program. This can be extended to
form part of a large centralized surveillance system for
monitoring and analyzing a complex microwave radio link
system, or to form part of a manufacturer's final system test.
An HP-85 software package (37018A) is available to help a
user develop dedicated system software by selecting an
appropriate set of software modules from the group that
covers each mode of operation of the instrument.
Reliability and Self-Test
It is essential that the user of the instrument have confidence that it is fully functional when operated either manually or remotely up to hundreds of kilometres away.
Specific emphasis was put on reliability throughout the
design phase. Examples of this are the low internal ambient
and component temperatures and the scrutiny given to
every component, based on its performance history within
Hewlett-Packard, before being included in the 3724A125A1
26A Baseband Analyzer.
Software is used in three ways to monitor and help service the instrument. First, the instrument is monitored continuously during normal operation to flag errors in operation such as incorrect key sequences. The errors are cleared
by the next valid key sequence. The instrument also detects
overall hardware fault conditions such as calibration faults,
synthesizer unlocked or generator unleveled conditions.
The resulting fault message indicates each hardware fault
affecting one or more modes of operation. This leads to the
second area of fault diagnosis. At instrument switch-on or
reset the microprocessor carries out 3 1 checks on itself and
its interface with the rest of the instrument. When the SELF
TEST key is pressed this is repeated and extended with an
additional 33 checks that include tests on virtually all the

analog functional blocks of the instrument IFig. 3h). This is
done by routing the calibration signal through each possible signal path in turn and checking the absolute power
reading on the detector against predetermined limits. There
are 15 such signal paths, each giving an independent fault
code. All of the programmable attenuators and gain stages
are also checked against each other for both functionality
and accuracy. In this way faults can often be diagnosed to
board level before the covers of the instrument are removed.
The third area where software is used is in providing a set of
specific test programs, accessed with an internal switch,
that can be used to simplify the internal detailed faultfinding, readjustment and calibration of the instrument.
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Designof a PrecisionReceiverfor an
lntegratedTest Set
by J. Guy Douglasand David Stockton
BasebandAnalyzer
HE HP Model 3724A125A1264
combines the functions of several normally separate
instruments under control of an internal microprocessor for use in characterizing the baseband performance of microwave radio equipment. To do this requires a
versatile receiver that can be reconfigured by the microprocessor.According to the measurementmode selectedby
the user, this receiver must function as a
r Wideband power meter that covers a frequency range
from 20 Hz to greaterthan 18.6 MHz and a level range
from t20 dBm to a typical noise floor of -26 dBm.
r Selective level meter that can measure true-rms power
within a selectedbandwidth of 40 Hz, 4ooHz,7.7 kHz,
or 3.1kHz over a frequencyrangefrom 50 Hz to 18.6MHz
and a level range from +20 dBm to -130 dBm.
r Spectrum analyzer that covers a frequency range from
100 Hz to 2oltdH4 handlesan input level rangefrom *20
dBm to -130 dBm, and has a dynamic range of B0 dB.
r White-noise loading receiver that can handle systemsof
up to 2700telephonechannelsand measurenoise power
ratios (NPRs)from 0 to 67 dB and signal-to-noiseratios
from -18.8 dBmOp to -85 dBmOp,
r High-level-user(HLU) detectorthat can scan up to 1800
channels within B0 seconds to locate signals above a
selectedthreshold level.
A simplified block diagram of the precision receiver design meeting theserequirements is shown in Fig. 1.
The wideband power meter path fulfills a function similar to that of the HP 3400A RMS Voltmeter and consists of
fixed gain stagesand switchable attenuators.The rms detector is the monolithic thermal converter first used in the
leveling loop of the HP 3336A/B/C Synthesizer/Level
Generator.l
The wideband power meter also servesa useful purpose
in the other measurementmodes since the microprocessor
can monitor the broadband input power to the selective
signal path to determine the optimum input attenuation
setting, For reasonsthat will be discussedlater the main
input attenuatorconsistsof 3z.5 dB of attenuationin 2.s-dB
steps. To avoid excessive autoranging time and relay
switching, the processormeasuresthe most recentapproximation of the input power and calculatesthe new required
value of input attenuation. This reduces the maximum
number of input attenuatorautorangingstepsfrom 16 to 3.
The other functions are variations on the theme of wave
analysis, so the heart of the structure is an autoranging
superheterodyne receiver capable of making frequencyselectivemeasurementsover a wide frequency range.
However, there are several conflicting design requirements.
1982
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A selectivelevel meter measuresthe power of input signal frequency components within the bandwidth of an IF
(intermediatefrequency) filter whose frequency response
hasa flat top and steepsidesfor high selectivity.The detector must be true-rms and have a resolution of 0.01 dB.
A spectrumanalyzerpresentscontinuously updated data
representinga wide rangeof frequencycomponentswhose
levels may differ considerably.The accuracyand resolution
are less important than those of a selectivemeter. The IF
filter frequency responsesmust be Gaussianin shape for
speedof settling and the detectormust be fast-responding
and logarithmic, providing a wide dynamic range.
A white-noiseloading receivercomputesthe ratio of two
measurementsof the noise power in a1.74-kHzchannelat a
predeterminedfrequency.* The first measurementis made
with the noise generator'sbandstop or slot filter out of the
circuit. The secondis madewith the slot filter in the circuit.
The ratio of the first measurementto the secondis known as
the noise power ratio (NPR).This receiver requires a flattopped, steep-sided7.74-kHzIF filter. The detectorshould
havea measurementresolution of 0.1 dB togetherwith good
averaging to provide a result stable enough for display
purposes.Of paramount importance,however, is the need
to maintain the integrity of the signal as it passesthrough
the receiver.The receivercircuitry is essentiallya continuation of the system being measuredand as such must have
very low thermal noise and low intermodulation distortion
(i.e.,good back-to-backNPR) so that its performanceis not
significant in relation to the system being tested.
The back-to-backNPRperformanceof a white-noiseloading generatorand receiver should be greaterthan 67 dB.
This assuresthat the test equipment will therefore contribute less than 0.4 dB error to the NPR measurementof a
typical single-hopradio link, which will achievea 55 to 57
dB NPR.'
With the above design requirementsand constraints in
mind, let us discussin more detail the important sectionsof
the versatileprecision receiverused in lhe 3724A125A126A^
BasebandAnalyzer. Thesesections(seeFig. 1) are the front
end, first mixer, first LO (local oscillator), IF stage,
programmable-gainamplifier, selectivedetector,and tracking calibration amplifier.
An Accurate, Low-Distortion Front End
The major objective in the design of the receiver'sfront
end was to createa selective-level-metertype of structure
with flat, broadband input circuits to facilitate accurate
'Bell, CCITT.CCIRand Intelsathavedefineda standardrangeof slot frequencrescovering all radio basebandsfrom 12 kHz to 12360 kHz. Forexample,CCIR slot lrequenciesare
70, 270, 534, 1248, 2438, 3886, 5340, 7600, and 11700 kHz.

25.01 MHz

Input
Amplilier

1-MHz Relerence
Selective A-to-D
Converter

Programmable
Gain Amplifier

Calibration
Amplifier

Programmable
Gain Amplifier

10-kHzReference

Fig. 1. Block diagram of receiver used in the 37244 Baseband Analyzer.

measurementsover a wide frequency range. However, it
also had to be sufficiently low in distortion and have a
sufficiently low noise floor to permit white-noise loading
measurementswithout the need for a range of bandpass
filters at the receiverinput. Suchbandpassfilters would not
only be expensiveand bulky, but would introduce difficult
switching problems in an effort to achievegood frequency
flatness and input return loss along with accurate level
measurement.
Existing selectivelevel meters achieveNPRsfrom 55 to
60 dB on a 2700-channelnoise band. On some selective
level metersit is possibleto selecteither low-noise or low-

distortion performance.Obtaining the best noise floor may
allow the presenceof largesignalsto introduce somedistortion, and conversely,a poorer noise floor resultswhen low
distortion is selectedfor signal integrity.
To make white-noise loading measurements(seearticle
on page 6), we require low noise and low distortion simultaneously. The slot-out referencelevel is measured in a
'J..7A-kHz
bandwidth, so for a 2700-channelnoise loading
signal:

lounter 9
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P1t : tolog I

1.74

.'. Pi., : 3B'5 dB * slot-out referencelevel

(1)

where Pi' is the total input power to the front end when
noiseband (316to 12,360kHz).
measuringa 27O0-channel
This meansthat to measurean NPR of 70 dB the slot-in
power level measuredby the receiver must be 108.5 dB
below the broadband input power; that is, the dynamic
range required of the receiver is almost 110 dB.
The basebandanalyzer has a noise figure of 14 dB and
the noise floor is typically -L27.5 dBm (1,74kHz). From
Fig. 2 it can be seenthat Pi, (with zero input attenuation)
must be greaterthan -14 dBm for the measuredsignal to
exceed the thermal noise of the receiver by 5 dB when
measuringan NPR of 70 dB. The input attenuatoruses 2.5
dB resolution as mentioned earlier becausethe input level
must be tightly controlled to maintain the correct compromise between headroom abovethe noise floor and tendency to overload the input amplifier and mixer.
Ideally the attenuatorsshould be followed by a high-gain
(say 15 dB), Iow-noise amplifier; this would improve the
receiver'snoise figure dramatically. However, with an expected maximum input power of -tg dBm this would
mean driving the first mixer with a very high signal level. A
compromise gain of 6 dB was implemented in the input
amplifier which is optimized for low distortion with particular attention paid to even-orderdistortion, Two identical amplifiers are connectedsuch that the bottom amplifier
derives its input from the output of the top amplifier. The
differential output of the top and bottom amplifiers acrossa
7S-ohmresistor forms the final output. A characteristicof
this design is that a measureof even-orderdistortion cancellation is achieved.At maximum drive level the two-tone
intermodulation products are less than -110 dB fthird or-
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der) and -90 dB (second order) relative to the wanted
signals at the output of the amplifier. The amplifier, if
measuredin isolation,typically achievesan NPRof 70 dB at
a level 10 dB above the maximum encounteredin normal
receiver operation.
Two inductors, whose polarities are connectedin series
opposition from the virtual ground of the top amplifier to
chassisground, provide a dc return for the input (the attenuatorsare also dc coupled),This is necessaryfor whitenoise testing of certain intermediate test points on some
radio designs that require dc bias from the load device. A
threshold detectorprotectsthe basebandanalyzerinput by
allowing up to 1100 mA of bias current to flow before
energizing a protection relay to open-circuit the input.
The input amplifier is precededby a fifth-order elliptic
low-passfilter and followed by a ninth-order elliptic lowpass filter. The filters provide first-IF rejection at 25.01
and 25.03 MHz, and first-IF image rejection in the 5O-to70-MHz range.
First Mixer
Much developmenteffort was concentratedon the design
of the first mixer and its associatedcircuitry. The IF output
is derived in the usual way from the differencebetweenthe
local oscillator frequency and the basebandinput signal
spectrum so that further signal processingmay occur at a
fixed frequency.The characterofthe basebandsignal converted to IF must be preserved,However, since the derivation ofthe IF output is a nonlinear differential process,it is
not unlikely that otherundesirable,nonlinear productswill
appear at the IF.
The first mixer in the basebandanalyzer is basically a
conventional class II (type 2) Schottky-diode ring mixer
(Fig. a).3The major sourcesof signal impairment in a mixer
of this type are nonlinearity of the diodes, phasemodulation of the LO switching signalby the basebandsignal at the
instant of switching, and phasenoise on the LO, both closein and far-out. The first two sourcesresult in intermodulation distortion even with a perfectly clean LO while the
third introducessidebandsonto the IF signal by a reciprocal
mixing process.
Ideally at any instant in time the LO waveform biasestwo
diodes(e.g.,D1 and Dz) to conductwith a low Iinearresistance while the other two diodes [D3 and D4) are reversebiased and exhibit zero conductance.In practice, when
reverse-biased,the diodes behave as voltage-dependent
capacitors.Forward-biaseddiodesbehaveaccordingto the
following equation:

Y - 1kT/q)ln (I/I")

J

-122.5
-127.5

MeasuredSignal
Noise Ffoor ('1.74-kHzBandwidth)

Fig.2. Given the rcceiver noisefloor and the required NPRof
greater than 70 dB, the total input power to the receiver's front
end can be defined as indicated above.
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(2)

where I, is the reversesaturation current of the diode.
By considering the signal flow during one-half cycle of
the first LO it can be shown that the two-tone third-order
intermodulation intercept (3OI)* for this mixer isa
(Bq/R,kT)13]dBm
30I : 10log IZOOO
1R.+RL+Ri2)3

(3)

where R. is the IF terminating impedance, R1 is the
r30l is the theorelicalsignalpowerlevelal whichthe 212- I1 and 211 f2 (third-order)
productshavethe same poweras the combinedinputpowerol l1 and f?.
intermodulation

Constant lmpedance
Filter

Fig.3. Ihe firstmixer in the basebandanalyzerls a c/ass ll Schottky-diodering mtxer
basebandterminating impedance, R is the Iinearizing resistor in serieswith the diodes, and I is the diode current due to
the first LO. From this it can be seen that the first LO
switching current I should be as high as possible to force the
on diodes as far into their linear region as possible. A diode
current of +5 mA is used in the baseband analyzer's first
mixer.
Two overload conditions can occur.s The first is a result
of the tendency of the peak signal voltage to forward-bias a
reverse-biaseddiode and the second is a result of the tendency for the peak signal current to reverse-bias a forwardbiased diode. R appears in the above equation because it
reduces the signal current in a forward-biased diode, alleviating the second overload condition. Increasing R has
the additional benefit of counteracting the first overload by
increasing the LO voltage across reverse-biased diodes.
However, increasing R above a certain value eventually
becomes counterproductive because it also increases the
conversion loss of the mixer as follows:

3oI : 10loslzooovltltl r2roR.1]dnm

where V" is the peak-to-peak LO voltage, and rdls is the
angular frequency of the LO.
As expected this equation shows that the highest ratio of
the LO voltage to its rise time should be sought. The first
mixer of Ihe 3724A uses two high-frequency emittercoupled transistor pairs connected in parallel to switch a
primary current of g0 mA in the transformer. This results in
a secondary square-wave voltage of 6V peak-to-peak with
approximately 1-ns rise time. This yields a theoretical 3OI
from equation (5) of +44 dBm at an LO frequenry of 3z MHz
(approximately 1,2-MHz baseband frequency). This is a
good reason for keeping the first IF, and consequently the
first LO, as low in frequency as possible to reduce the
significance of the rise time of the LO.
All of the measures mentioned so far for improving

l-

tt**

l o s s : 3 . 9 2 + z o l o-g f , *
Conversion
I
2(R.-rR1)l
L

(5)

t' *l

(+)

* transformerloss (dB)
where 11is the on resistanceof a forward-biaseddiode.
A compromiseof R : 50 ohms increasesthe conversion
loss from 6 to B dB, but also increasesthe voltageacrossa
reverse-biased
diode from 1 to 3V, introducing a very significant improvement in 3OI.
Even with ideal diodes,unlessthe switching causedby
the LO waveform is instantaneous,the signal voltage will
modulatethe switching function at the instant of switching
(seeFig. 4).It canbe shown that the two-tone3OI causedby
the finite rise time t. of the LO waveform isa

vc

v(t), Signal
Superimposed
on LO

Fig. 4. Phase modulationof the LO switching function by the
input signal ls caused by the tinite rise time of the function.
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where Vp6 is the diode contact potential plus half the LO
peak-to-peak voltage and AC is the capacitive imbalance
between the two reverse-biased diodes (at zero reverse
bias). The diode capacitance is assumed to be inversely
proportional to the square root of the reverse bias voltage.
For example, a capacitive imbalance of o.s pF between
any diode pair will result in second-order intermodulation
products at a -80-dB level for this mixer at normal drive
levels. The baseband analyzer uses balancing capacitors in
parallel with the diodes (see Fig. 3) to cancel distortion
introduced by differences in the diode capacitances, transformer imbalance, and circuit stray capacitance.
To prevent this balance from being upset by variations in

the even-order harmonic content of the LO, an emittercoupled-logic (ECL) divide-by-2 circuit is incorporated
immediately before the fast LO driver.
Ideally a narrowband crystal lilter is connected directly
to the IF port of the mixer to reduce the effect of distortion in
following stages. However, for good conversion-ioss flatness and high baseband-port return loss, it is important to
terminate the IF port in a broadband, nonreactive load.+
Instead, a compromise solution of a constant-impedance
bandpass filter is adopted in the 3724A. This bridged-T
circuit (see Fig. 3) terminates the IIr port conectly while
offering some bandwidth reduction (2.5-MHz 3-dB
bandwidth). This has important advantages. It simplifies
the first-IF amplifier design because return loss must be
high only within +2 MHz of the IF and the signal bandwidth reduction achieved by the bridged-T prevents
the possibility of second-order distortion in the first-IF
amplifier. The noise figure of this amplifier is 2. 5 d B and its
gain is 22 dB, both essential to achieving the necessary
overall 14-dB noise figure of the receiver. Its two-tone
third-order distortion products are -100 dB at normal
maximum operating power, again necessary only over the
bandwidth of the bridged-T filter.
The 10-dB switchable attenuator immediately preceding
the first mixer is switched out in white-noise loading measurement modes for the best noise figure, and switched in
when best flatness is required becausethe input port of the
mixer then sees a good termination for lrequencies well
beyond the baseband upper limit. Thus the attenuator is
permanently selected in the baseband-response and
selective-level modes when the measured signal level is
greater than -85 dBm. The processor automaticaily
switches the attenuator out if the measured level is less than

i2O is the theoretca nput sgnal power evel al whcl-r the 11 a 12 (second order)
ntermodulat on products have the same power as the comb ned nput power ol fl and f2.

+Other mxer products are thef termtnated properly at the F. n partc!lar lhe uppel
srdeband and the LO irequencv

third-order distortion will also improve second-order distortion, provided the balance of the mixer is preserved. Any
unbalance, however, will degrade the second-order distortion behavior which is also crucial to good NPR performance. Odd-order distortion Ievels are more important for a
wave analyzer since these products lie close to the wanted
signals and could fall within the IF bandwidth.a For good
NPR performance, however, even-order distortion levels
must also be low since the noise signal is broadband and
sum and difference products will appear at all slot
frequencies.
A large contribution to second-order distortion comes
from capacitive imbalance in the reverse-biaseddiode pair
of the ring mixer. The signal voltage modulates the reverse
bias voltage of these diodes which in turn modulates the
diode capacitances. It can be shown that the second-order
intercept 2OI for this configuration is given by:t

,21] dnm
2oI : 10logf+ooovfi.l1n(AC)2(rs+R)2
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-Bb dBm (approximately),provided the broadbandinput
power threshold has not beenexceeded.In this way a good
compromise between flatness and signal-to-noiseratio is
achieved.
In the noise measurementmodes,the drive level into the
first mixer, as controlled by the input attenuatorautorange
firmware, is dependenton the channel capacity of the incoming signal. Since, for example, a 600-channel noise
signal constitutes a Iower broadband input power for a
given power level with the slot filter out than a 2700channel signal (seeFig. 2), the drive level to the first mixer
is reduced by the autorangefirmware as the user-entered
channel capacity value decreases.This has the effect of
reducing the distortion produced in the input circuits
without compromising the headroomabovethe noise floor
(in fact it is sometimesimproved). In this way the back-toback NPR of the basebandanalyzer is optimized for each
channel capacity value.
In the selective-leveland spectrum analysis modes the
characterof the input signal is undefined so the highestp o w e r / H z s i g n a l m u s t b e a s s u m e db y t h e a u t o r a n g e
firmware and the drive level to the mixer is fixed at -22
dBm.
The overall effectis a receiverfront end that has a typical
back-to-backNPR of 71 dB with 2700-channel loading
using an externallocal oscillator(e.g.,an HP 86408 AIWFM

Breakpoint
(Total of Nine
Stages)

15V

* * For Temperature
Compensation

Fig. 6. Ihe shaping networkshown above is used to compensate for voltage-to4requencynonlinearityot VCO5.

Signal Generator)in the noise measurementmodes and
typically 0.05-dB flatness from 10 kHz to 17 MHz in the
selective-leveland basebandresponsemodes.
First Local Oscillator
The first LO for the receiverhas to operateas an accurate,
low-noise oscillator for all selectivemeasurementsof the
instrument and as a continuously swept oscillator for the
spectrum analyzer measurements. This leads to three
modes of operation for the first LO (Fig. 5):
r As a conventional synthesizerwith three divider loops
and two summing loops to give an output frequency
between 25.OLMHzand 43.61MHz correspondingto the
25.O1,-MtIzfirst IF.
r For spectrum frequency spans greater than 100 kHz,
VCOS is swept open-loop by the appropriate sweep
voltage together with the pretuned center-frequency
voltage.
r For spectrum frequency spansless than or equal to 100
kHz, the N1 and SLSloops arephase-locked,giving accurate 100-kHz steps at the output. The narow-spectrum
VCO (voltage-controlledoscillator) is swept to provide
interpolation between these points and replaces the
normal signal fed to the phase-sensitivedetectorPSD5.
The reference frequency for the synthesizer is an HP
10811,{ Crystal Oscillator which has an aging rate of <1 x
10-7 parts/year.In the spectrum analysismodes the oscillators are running open-loop and therefore need some
means of locking the center frequency to the requested
frequency. This is achieved by momentarily halting the
sweep at its center and counting the local oscillator frequency. The microprocessorcompares this counted frequency (minus 25.03 MHz) with the requestedfrequency
and, if the differenceis significant,adjuststhe pretune data
to minimize the error. This processis carried out on every
sweepso that the effectsof temperature,aging, and digitalto-analog conversion inaccuraciesare removed.
The narrow-spectrumVCO is a current-controlledmultivibrator whose current-to-frequencyoutput is linear over
the required rangeof 360 to 760 kHz. However, VCO5 does
not have sufficient linearity for wide spectrum spans.To
compensate the nonlinear voltage-to-frequency characteristic of VCOS, a shaping network was designed with a
minimum of required adjustments and interaction. This
network consistsof nine fixed-position breakpoints. One
potentiometerfor eachbreakpointcan increaseor decrease
the gain without the need for jumpers or switches (Fig. 6).
When set midway, a breakpoint introduces identical attenuation into both the input and feedbacknetworks and
hencehasno effect.Moving the respectivepotentiometerin
either direction unbalances this situation and either increasesor decreasesthe overall gain in that breakpoint's
active region. Thesegain adjustmentsdo not interact provided that they are adjusted in sequence from lowfrequency to high-frequencybreakpoints.
The purity of the local oscillatoris the final critical factor
for good NPR measurement.Referring to Fig. 7 we can
discriminate between close-in and far-out phase noise.
Far-out noise from both sidebandsof the LO will mix with
the white-noise loading signal, effectively increasing the
noise floor in the IF. To achieve a back-to-backNPR of zo'
ApRrL19e2HEWLETT-pAcKARD
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bandwidthon eithersideof the LO mustbe lessthan -70
dBc.Thatis, the LO far-outnoiseis
< - 7 0 - 1 . 0 l oIgl r z a o o - r r o ) x 2 x 1 0 3 ]
:

- 143.8 dBc/Hz single sideband (SSB)

Using a Iow-noise oscillator that generates a large output
signal and a low-noise buffer amplifier, the baseband
analyzer's first LO achieves typically -'1,57 dBcftlz after the
divide-by-2 stage.
The major NPR degradation comes from mixing between
close-in phase noise (less than -+15 kHz from the carrier)
and the noise shoulders ofthe bandstop slot filter. The 3-dB
bandwidths of the generator bandstop slot filters vary considerably, The narrowest is +4 kHz, so phase noise in this
area is not important because there is no signal that can mix
with this noise and appear in the IF. The responses of the
most significant loops have been optimized for NPR measurement by shaping the noise within the loop to be as
close-in to the canier as possible.
In the +4-to-+15-kHz range the LO noise is typically
- 115 dBc/Hz (SSBJwhich would result in an NPR of zz dB
for the narrowest bandstop filter, assuming a perfect receiver. The combination yields a receiver with a synthesized LO that achieves an NPR of typically 69.5 dB in the
3BB6-kHz slot* and 71.5 dB in the 2438-kHz slot** with
27OO-channelloading, When 9O0-channelloading is used,
the 2438-kHz slot measures typically 73 to 74 dB NPR.
lF Stage
In the IF structure, the major design conflict centers
around the type and range of IF filters required. For spectrum measurements over a 2O-MHz span, 10 kHz is the
minimum resolution bandwidth that will result in an acceptable sweep rate, given a display with digital storage.
The filters available inthe 3724A range from 100 Hz to 10
kHz in a 1, 3, 10 sequence.It was desirable to realize these
using a conventional five-stage inductor-capacitor (LC),
synchronously tuned, variable-Q filter. A final spectrum IF
of 30 kHz was chosen because a 1.OO-Hzbandwidth is
not practical for higher intermediate frequencies using LC
filters.
The IF filters required for selective-power and white'The

3886 kHz slot rs the lowest lrequency filter to be reai zed as a crystal ii ter and hence

has a verv narrow 3-dB bandwidth.
"The 2438'kHz slot is the h ghest-frequency fi ter us ng Induclors and capacitors and hence
has a wde 3 dB bandwidth.
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Fig.7. The LO mixesthe stottrequency into the first IF. The shoulders of the slot mix with the closein phase noiseof the LO to appear
in the lF and the rest of the noiseloading signal mixes with the farout noisesidebandsof the LO and
also appears in the lF.

'1,.74kH2,400
Hz and
noise loading measurements,3.1kHz,
4O Hz, are high-order filters to achieve a rapid cutoff rate.
Consideration of available coil Q rules out the possibility of
a 30-kHz IF. Instead, the 40-Hz filtert is centered on a
485-Hz IF, which requires an extra mixing stage from the
10-kHz IF at which the other three filters are centered. These
three filters are LC elliptic or Chebyschev designs.
Therefore, referring to Fig. 1, the baseband analyzer has
two second IFs, one at 10 kHz for selective-powermeasurement-path filters and one at 30 kHz for spectrumanalysis-path filters. Crystal filters used in the first-IF structure are similar to those used in the HP 35BOA/B/CSelective
Level Meter; they provide image rejection close to the
passband and so allow mixing down to 10 or 30 kHz directly.6 The necessity for two second IFs implies the need
for two first IFs. An alternative would have been to switch
the second LO between two frequencies locked to the reference frequency, but the image rejection and passband requirements for the first-IF filter would then have been extremely difficult to achieve.. The selective-powermeasurement-path crystal filter (Fig. Ba) has a 3-dB
bandwidth of approximately 6 kHz centered on 25.01 MHz
and has greater than 85 dB rejection at 24.99 MHz (Fig. Bb).
The spectrum-analysis-path filter has a 3-dB bandwidth of
about 17 kHz centered on 25.03 MHz with its image rejection of 85 dB at 60 kHz away (24.97 MHzJ. The additional
advantage of using a crystal filter is that later stages of
signal processing have only a narrowband signal to deal
with and distortion is less of a problem following the filter.
To detect high-level users in the channel traffic there is an
initial fast measurement loop that uses the selectivepower-measurement-path crystal filter in the first IF and
bypasses all the second-IF filters. Because this filter has a
6-kHz bandwidth, the synthesizer can be tuned in 6-kHz+
steps. Together with the fast-responding high-level-user
threshold detector, this allows the instrument to scan live
traffic on an 1800-channel radio link to identify high-level
users in about B0 seconds.
Programmable-Gain Amplifier
For measurement accuracy over a wide range of levels, an
accurate programmable-gain amplifier in the IF stage is
essential (seeFig. 1J.In the 3724A this amplifier operatesat
t l h i s i s a n a c t i v e f i l t e r s m i l a r l o t h a t u sn
e tdh e H P M o d e l 3 T 4 5 A S e e c t i v e L e v e l l v e a s u r i n g
set,see H P Walker, DesigningPrecsion nto a SelectiveLevelMeasuringSet, HewlettP a c k a r dJ o u r n a .V o 2 7 , n o 5 , J a n u a r v1 9 7 6 o . 1 1 .
+Ths lF bandwidthallowsthethresholdto be setw thin6 dB oi the normalmaximumchannel
oadrng level.A wider bandwldthcan resull in continuousfalse triggeringdue to the
c o m b i n e dp o w e r o f , s a y , t h r e e n o r m a l y l o a d e d c h a n n e l sm a r g n a y e x c e e d i n gt h e
threshod.

Fig. 8. (a) One section of the
two-stagefirst-lFcrystal filterin the
selective circuit path. T1 is both a
component of the lattice structure
of the filter and a matching transformer for the low-noise amplifier
that follows. (b) Filter response.

(a)

the 30-kHz and 10-kHz secondIFs and the 485-Hz (for the
pilot filter) third IF, providing a rangeof gain from 0 to 100
dB in 10-dBsteps.Up to 20 dB of gain precedesthe secondIF filters, and B0 dB is available following the filters.
The structure consistsof fixed-gain amplifiers buffering
four ratio transformer stages(Fig. 9). This approach has
several benefits: the need for precision resistors is eliminated, and the problems associatedwith switched-gain
amplifiers, such as changesin loop gain and on-resistance
compensationof the electronic switches,are nonexistent.
The only constraint on the fixed-gain amplifiers is that
their ratio of input to output impedance must be at least
10,000:1(for 0.001-dBerror in a 40-dB step).This is relatively easyto achieveevenat 30 kHz. The transformersusea
conventional winding technique with taps at exactly the
-20-dB and -q0-dB points (-10 dB and -20 dB on two of
the transformers).It is not necessaryto use two-stagetransformers or other techniques to obtain errors of less than 1 in
104at 10 kHz.7 Transformer errors are proportional to the
squareof frequencyand come from leakageinductance and
unbalanced self-capacitanceof the windings. Hence, the
errors are significantly increasedat 30 kHz, the spectrum
FET Switches
0dB
To Next
Stage

Fig. 9. One section of the programmable-gain amplifiet.

analysis IF. This is not critical, however, since the display
errors in the spectrum analysis mode are at least an order of
magnitude higher.
When the -40-dB transformer tap is selected the accuracy is affected by the off-to-on resistance ratio of the switches.
The FET (field-effect transistor) switches used give an
isolation of 130 dB at 10 kHz.
Three saturation detectors provide the microprocessor
with information about how much gain to remove when the
IF signal undergoes a large change in level. Consequently
the IF gain can autorange very quickly. Over an BO-dBrange
the programmable-gain amplifier error is no more than 0.01
dB at 10 kHz.

SelectiveDetector
The selectivedetector is a commercially available integratedcircuit that usesa squaringtechniqueto producea dc
output proportional to the true-rms value of the input. A
logarithmic amplifier and peakdetectorwith video filtering
selectableup to 5 kHz provides a wide dynamic range,
fast-respondingdetector for spectrum analysis measurements at the 30 kHz IF.
The selectivedetectoris operatedover a L4-dBrange,so
its linearity is of importance.The transfercharacteristicof
an ideal detectoris a straight line with a slope of 45 degrees
passingthrough the origin. In practicethere is normally an
offset which can be nulled by adjustment at zero input.
This, togetherwith a single-point calibration [e.g.,CALl in
Fig. 10) somewherein the detectorrange,achievedby
"pplying a signal of known value to the input, completely
characterizesthe detectpr transfer function,
However, the band#idth of this device is dependenton
the signal level applied. For example,at 3V rms the input
responsepeaksat 500 kHz, but at 10 mV rms the response
peaksat 6 kHz. The frequencyresponseis also temperature
dependent.Fig. 10 showstypical transfercharacteristicsfor
this device at temperature extremes (the nonlinearity is
exaggerated).Severe non-monotonic behavior occurs at
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Fig. 10. The selective detector has a nonlinear characteristic
(exaggerated here for illustrative purposes)that is corrected
by a calibration procedure dlscussed in the text.
low input levels. The detector is used between L and 5V and
clearly, nulling the offset at zero input is unlikely to make
the desired correction at 1V.
Instead a two-point calibration is used. CALl is generated
by connecting the calibration signal into the receiver in the
normal way. A second point CAL2, still within the
monotonic range ofthe detector characteristic, is applied by
reducing the second-IF programmable gain by 10 dB. Because of the ratio transformers this is accurate within
-t-0.005 dB. The system's microprocessor then iteratively
adjusts the offset via a digital-to-analog (D-to-A) converter
until the detector reads a 10-dB+0.01-dB difference between CAL1 and CAL2. A firmware logarithm routine is
implemented in the processor to convert the linear detector
result to appropriate units for measurement and display.
The two-point calibration occurs at turn-on and when the
CAL key is pressed. In this way linearity is maintained
within 0.02 dB over the temperature range.

Tracking Calibration Amplifier
The calibration amplifier produces a signal of fixed level
(-30 dBm) at the frequency to which the receiver is tuned.
This signal is sufficiently accurate and stable to allow calibration ofthe receiver signal path. The calibration process
is initiated whenever the CAL key is pressed or automatically by the microprocessor when the receiver signal path is
changed in any way (e.g., change of measurement filter,
change of input impedance).
Because the calibration signal tracks the tuned frequency
it can be used to correct for nonflatness in attenuators,
particularly close to the band edges. In the baseband
analyzer the input attenuator autorange state is held (up to a
maximum of 30 dB) during calibration, and the ratio transformer IF gain is introduced as required to return the signal
to the correct level at the detector. In this way the precise
attenuator configuration used for measurement is compensated for any attenuation and flatness errors that may be
present.
The calibration signal is a square wave whose fundamental frequency component is used to calibrate the receiver.
The fundamental must therefore be flat with frequency.
From Fourier analysis it can be shown that for a square wave
of frequency f and finite rise time t.,
A(tr)/A(0) : 20log fsin (2ft.1/2ft.] dB
where A(t.) is the amplitude of the fundamental with rise
time t., and A(0) is the amplitude with zero rise time. Thus a
rise time of 1 ns is required at 18.6 MHz to achieve a
theoretical flatness of better than 0.01 dB.
In Fig. 11, CR1 and CR2 are Schottky barrier diodes
whose minority carrier lifetime is much less than 1 ns. The
reference current I is switched alternately through CR1 and
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System Software Package for the
Baseband Analyzer
fhe3724Al25A/264BasebandAnalyzerwas designednotonly
as an integratedmeasurementinstrumentbut also as a powerful
systemcomponentthat can be controlledvia the HP-lB.
Writingand debugginga dedicatedsoftwarepackagefor such
can presentthe userwitha significantdevelopment
an instrument
task. However,the 37018A SystemSoftwareallows the user to
The
immediately.
make automatically
controlledmeasurements
softwareis modularso that dedicatedpackagescan be rapidly
or outputformatsadded
assembled,or differentmeasurement
with minrmaleffort.
The systemcontrolleris an HP-85(or HP-83)PersonalComputer that gives a low-costand flexible approach to data storage
and hard-copyoutput.The soltwareguides the user,via simple
prompts,throughthe creationof a measurementfile and the
The datafor
assemblyof a sequenceof up to 40 measurements.
each measurementis requestedand checked for validityas the
file is built up togetherwith predefinedlimitsfor that measurement.Halting,continuingor branchingmay be performedas a
to be
resultof eachtestwhichenablesdiagnosticmeasurements
built into the file when an item undertest fails one of the main
measurements.

Minimum Distortion in Double-BalancedModulators," Proceedings of the IEE, Vol. 119, no. 9, September1972.
6. P.L. Thomas, "A ProgrammableSelectiveLevel Meter (Wave
Analyzer) with Synthesized Tuning, Autoranging, and Automatic Calibration," Hewlett-Packardfournal, Vol. 31, no. 5, May
1980,p. 6.
7. W.C. Sze and F.R. Kotter, "The Design of Near-PerfectInstrument Transformers of Simple and Inexpensive Construction,"
fournal of Applied Measurements,no. 2, L974, pp. 22-27.

CR2by the switching signal at the collector of Qs, which is
an amplified version of the tracking signal. The result is a
fast-rise-time square-wavevoltage developed across R2
whose amplitude is controlled by I.
When St is closed,the calibration amplifier is turned off
by Q2 which prevents Q1 and Q3 from conducting. Q1
through Q3 are all on the sameintegratedcircuit (IC)in U1
so that, whether the calibration amplifier is on or off, virtually the samepower is dissipatedin the IC. In this way the
mark-to-spaceratio at the output, as setby R, stabilizesvery
quickly.
Using this calibrator, the 3724A can achieve typically
-f0.035-dB absolute error over much of its measurement
range in the selective-levelmode.
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Controland DisplaySystemfor a
BasebandAnalyzer
by LawrenceLowe and Brian W. Woodroffe
HE HP Model 3724A125A126A
BasebandAnalyzer is
instrument
a
complex
be reconfigured to
that
can
I
perform a variety of widely differing measurements,
I
eachof which requiresextensivecontrol, computation and
display facilities (Fig. t). The control and computational
systemis basedon a 68800 microprocessorlinked to 56K
bytes of program code in read-only memories (ROMs),
5 K b y t e s o f r a n d o m - a c c e s s m e m o r y [ R A M ), a n d
memory-mappedI/O (inputloutput) facilities. The 37254
Display producesalphanumericcharactersand flicker-free
spectrum-analyzer-typeoutputs on a cathode-ray tube
(CRT).Both the charactersand the spectrumanalysistrace
are generatedfrom data stored in RAM. The character data
is placedin the RAM by the microprocessorwhile the trace
data is loaded directly from the spectrum-analysis-mode
analog-to-digital (A-to-D) converter although the
computational system may override the A-to-D converter
and load a computedtrace,Becauseboth the processorand
display circuits require accessto the display dataRAM, the
memory systemis setup such that any part of memory may
be accessedby either system.
ar

Multiplexed Memory System
Memory sharing is achievedby the use of a multiplexed
direct-memory-access(DMA) system that switches the
memory data and addressbusesbetweenthe microprocessor and other memory accessingcircuits onceeveryprocessor clock cycle.l The operation of multiplexed DMA, as
applied to the 68B00 microprocessor(Fig. 1) relies on the
memory not being accessedby the processorduring the
period that system clock f1 is high. Thus the display and
the spectrumanalysisA-to-D convertermay accessmemory

when @1is high and the microprocessorhas accesswhen
@2is high [@1low). The advantageof multiplexed DMA
over cycle-stealing or halting DMA is that the processor
continues to operateat all times, the DMA operationbeing
transparent. The display, A-to-D converter and microprocessor memory accessesare synchronized through a
common referenceclock. The high-speed68800 version of
the 6800 allows the use of standard-speedROMs even
though the time availablefor accessis reducedby the DMA
system.
Memory Map
The memory system is designed to fit within the 64K
bytes of memory that the microprocessorcan addressdirectly, Fig. 2 illustrates how the 64K memory is used and
showsthe memory sharingdescribedabove,The BK-to-10K
areahastrvo devicesmapped into it: a program ROM which
is accessedby the processorduring f2 high and a character
ROM which is only accessedby the display during {1 high.
Display System
The 3725A Display may be consideredas two systemsin
one.The first is the alphanumericgeneratorusedto provide
data output and assistuser control, and the second is the
analog display used to provide graphical output for the
spectrumanalysisand basebandresponsemodes.By using
a raster-scansystem,sixteen rows of thirty-two characters
or eight rows of charactersand a digitally generatedanalog
trace may be displayed over the full CRT face.
The sixteen rows of thirty-two characterson the CRT are
representedby 51,2memory locations in the main memory
RAM. A charactercode written to one of theselocationsbv

Main/Test
Program
Selector

Fig. 1. Block diagram of control
and display syslem for the HP
Baseband
Model 3724A125A126A
Analyzer.
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Memory accessed
when dr high.

Memory accessed
when 02 high.

Fig.2. Memorymap.Aninternalswitchse/eclstile testmode
theprogramROMsfrom8K to 16Kandreplacby deselecting
ing themby BKof test code.
the processorwill appear on the CRT within 15 millisecondsat the next screenrefresh.Writing the character
code into RAM is the last action the processorhas to perform. The display systemthen accessesthe RAM independently via the multiplexed DMA. The alphanumeric display systemreadsa row-scancharacterROM to generatethe
special set of characters used in the 3724A125L126lt
BasebandAnalyzer. The two most-significant bits of the
B-bit character word are used to produce any of the 64
charactersin inversevideo, flashing,flashing inversevideo
or the normal mode. The CRT provides an BxB matrix per
characterinto which 5 x 7 dot matricesare written with the
spare columns used for automatic spacing.
When using measurementmodes such as selectivelevel
or wideband power it is often necessaryto be somedistance
away from the test equipment when attempting to read the
output on the screen.To help overcomethis problem the
3725A has an expanded output format that displays the
critical parametersof the particular measurementin characters 16 times the standard size.
A novel approach was used to generatea lowercasep,
which is widely used in displays,by using a sparerow-bit
in the characterROM to shift the rasteras shown in Fig. 3 by
applying a voltage to the vertical position amplifier.
The spectrum analysis display consists of l.Ozq points
across the screen horizontally and zs6 points vertically.
The datais written directly from the A-to-D converterto the
RAM at the chosen sweep rate. The display accessesthis
data at the refreshrate and usesan interpolation circuit to
join the points into a continuous line. The STORETRACE
key causesthe processorto freezealternateRAM locations
of the analog data store while still allowing the remaining
locations to be updated. The resultant display shows two
independent traceswhose horizontal resolution is halved.

In the basebandresponsemode the processorgenerates
level measurementsat 33 equally spaced frequencies.
These results are then passed through a smoothing algorithm and written to the display area of the RAM to
appearas a continuoustrace.
l/O and Interrupts
In addition to the I/O function performed by the DMA
systemthere are also 52 eight-bit I/O ports fdatalatchesand
buffers for transfer of data to and from the processor)distributed around the instrument and its optional filter mainframes.All UOports are on the sameB-bit databus and 6-bit
addressbus and have a common strobeline for timing. The
I/O buses are driven from a single peripheral interface
adapter (PIA) via buffer-drivers.
I/O ports are normally written to or read from when the
operatingcode requiresthe ports to output or receivedata,
However, the front-panel keyboards, 3726A Filter Mainframe keys and HP-IB* inputs require immediate attention
from the processorwhenever a key is pressedor information is passed on the bus. The maskable interrupt (IRQ)
facility ofthe 6880o is usedto achievethe required speedof
response.The IRQline is taken around the instrument with
all interrupting circuits pulling directly upon it. Each circuit that can raisean interrupt has a dataport which may be
polled by the processorto determine where the intenupt
came from. The various interrupt sources are allotted
priorities within the instrument and polled accordingly.
The keyboarddrivers aredesignedto provide an interface
betweeen an BXB matrix keyboard and the 68800 microprocessor.2The design offers a number of advantagesover
the more conventional scanned-keyboarddesignsat minimal hardwarecost.It is static,so there is no needto generate
a separatelow-frequencyclock that might generatenoise or
interference.This is a significant advantageif the keyboard
is used close to sensitiveanalog circuitry. Besidesproviding key rollover, the keyboardis aranged to provide multiple interrupts on the O (up) and .U (down) keys (if held
depressed)to allow the operatorto view the effect of continuously varying a control parameter.
Self-Test and Trou bleshooti ng
The self-testfeafuresfor testing the analog firnctions have
alreadybeen describedon page 7. A combination of signa'HewletlPackard'simplementation
of IEEEStandard488 (1978).

Fig.3. A sparerow bit in the characterROMis usedto shiftthe
vertical nster to generate a lowercase p as shown above.
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Checking458,752Bits
of ProgramMemory
lt is essentialfor the proper operationoI the 3724412541264
BasebandAnalyzerthatthe centralprocessingunitfunctioncorrectlyat all timesbecausejust one misreadbit of programdata
(56Kof code is over 450K bits)can causethe controlprogramto
cirbe lost,In largercomputersthe expenseof error-correcting
c u i t s i s e a s i l y j u s t i f i e d .I n s o m e m i c r o p r o c e s s osr y s t e m s ,
checksumsover memoryblocksare calculatedduringsell-test.
fhe 3724A uses a more secure methodthan checksums(a bit
dropped here can be cancelledby one set elsewhere),that of
Thistechniqueis widelyused
cyclicredundancychecking(CRC).1
in fieldswherelong serialbit streamsare found(e,9.,disc memory systemsand signatureanalysis).
In thistechniquethe programdata,consideredas a serialbit
and
stream,is fed into a shiftregister(Fig 1) withfeed-forward
gates.Thisis mathematically
EXCLUSTVE-OR
equivalentto dividing
the incomingdataword by a numberwhosevalueis equalto that
of the feedJorwardtaps.At anytimethe valuein the shiftregister
is the remainderof that division,so if the check characteris
includedin the division,the resultmust be zero.Finallythe divisor should be chosen so that the check word has maximum
"
"uniqueness.
CRC-16is designedfor serialstreamsof data using simple
gatesand a shiftregister.ln the baseban
d analyzerit is the ability
the reliability
of
of the processorto readmemorythatdetermines
is used to
the controlprogramand hencethe microprocessor
calculatethe CRC word. The processor,modelingthe CRC-16
( i . e .x, r 6 * x l 5 + x 2 + 1 )c,a n c a l c u l a t teh e n e wC R Cw o r d
algorithm
an inputbyte at a time usinga recurrencerelationship
that is a
matterof a few shiftsand logicaloperations
betweenthe old CRC
word and the incomingdata.Each ROM (read-onlymemory)is
checkedseparatelyto allowservicingto the chip level.Further,
the addresso{ each chip is includedin the CRC generationto
ensurecorrectlocationof the memorydevices.TheCRCcharacter is generatedduring softwaredevelopmenton an HP 1000
the ROMs,and is displayableby
Computerbeforeprogramming
the basebandanalyzerso that the revisionof each ROM may be
readilycheckedin service.
Relerence
1. S. Vasa,"Calculatingan ErrorCheckingCharactern Software,"ComputerDesgn
V o l . 1 5 ,n o . 5 , 1 9 7 6 .

Stages 3-13

Fig. 1. Shifl register generation of CRC-16 (cyclic redundancy checking).

ture analysis and self-test was also developed for the display and control system. The test procedure allows boards
to be installed and their operation verified in a serial manner such that the features of each may be used to assist in the
testing of the next board. In this way the tests that may be
performed can grow in complexity as the proven capability
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of the system increases.
Once the processor/DMA board has been verified as operational by free-running the microprocessor and taking address signatures,this same address cycling is used to stimulate each of the ROM boards in turn, using signature
analysis to verify their correct operation (the memory
boards all have output-disable switches to prevent their
corrupting the data bus when under test). With the ROM
and processor boards operational the processor is able to
run test programs that verify the RAM and I/O boards. The
program that verifies the operation of these two functions
can signal an overall go or no-go on light-emitting diodes
(because the CRT may not be functional). When a signature
analyzer is used in conjunction with the program any fault
in the RAM board can be indicated down to the particular
device that returns faulty data or, in the case of the I/O
system, whether or not data written to a test latch can be
read back via an associated test buffer correctly. This test
shows whether there are any faults on the data bus lines
throughout the instrument. The modules installed next in
the system are the keyboards and display circuits which can
be tested by means of a combination of signature analysis
and internal test programs. An internal switch enables the
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Microprocessor Contributions to B aseband Analyzer
Accuracy and Speed of Measurement

ln the 372441254/26A
BasebandAnalyzerit is the mrcroprocessor's
f unctionto optimizethe configurationof the receiver
hardwarein realtime appropriateto each measurement
mode.
The aim is to maximizemeasurement
accuracy,minimizedistortion and makethe resultavailableto the userin the shortesttime
possible. However,the emphasis placed on each of these
characteristics
differsfrom mode to mode. The front-endattenuatorsare sharedby all modesand are used lo controlthe
signallevel into the first mixer.In the selective-level
and scan
modes,wheregood amplitudeflatnesswithfrequencyis important (see below),this signallevelis lowerthan it is in the noise
modes where good headroomabove the noise floor is more
importantand must be closelycontrolled.
Inthe basebandresponsemodeandthe initialfastsearchin the
high-level-user
scan the attenuatorand the lF (intermediatef requency)gainsettingsaredeterminedpurelyby the re{erence/
thresholdlevel entered by the operator,since the required
dynamicrangeof the analogcircuitsis small.
In all modeslhe processormakesa logarithmic
conversionof
the relevantdetectolsoutputand the resolution
of conversionis
variedto maximizethroughput.Forautoranging,
1-dBresolution
is sufficient,but for measurements
either0.1-dBresolutionfor
forthe selective-level
noiseor 0.01-dBresolution
andscanmodes

and the RFattenuation
mustbe increasedaccordinglyto prevent
distortion.
The lF gain is increasedby the processorto compensatefor thisgreaterattenuation,
thusmaintainlng
correctcalibration of the display,

Selective-Level, Scan and Noise Modes
The powerof the microprocessor
is fullyused in thesemodes.
Thetimermechanismfor generatingbothf ront-panel
resultsand
HP-lBresultsis the sameas for the widebandpowermode and
the methodof usingthewidebandpathfor monitoring
inputpower
is the sameas for the spectrumanalysismode.However,the lF
gain is autorangedin threesections:20 dB beforethe second-lF
filters,B0 dB followingthe filters,and 50 dB in the
measurement
demodulation
signalpathfor noise-with-tone
measurements.
Autorangespeed is of the essenceand so the processormonitors
placedthresholdand overloaddetectorsto permit
strategically
rapid recoveryfrom massive overload.The processoralso
switchesthe narrowbanddetectorintoa short-time-constant
state
during autorangeto minimizethe time takento reachthe new
requiredIF-gainvalue. One turtherrefinementis possible.A
10-dB RF attenuatorimmediatelyprecedesthe first mixer(see
page 12).Whenthisattenuator
is selected,the receiverflatnessis
optimumand whendeselectedthe noiseflooris optimum.In the
selective-level
and scanmodestheprocessor's
IS USEO,
decisionto select
thisattenuator
or not is thereforebasednotonlyon thewideband
input power as for the other RF attenuators,but also on the
Wideband Power Mode
narrowband
signallevelin the lF stage.At a lowsignallevelin the
Widebandpower is the simplestautorangemode. lt is also
lF stagethe attenuatoris deselectedto improvesignal{o-noise
fundamental
to the othermodes becauseit is used by them to
ratio (providedthe input power does not demand that it be
maintainthe correctinputlevelto the firstmixer.The purposeof
selectedbecauseof a large out-of-bandsignal)while at other
the widebandpoweralgorithmis to maintainwithinboundsthe
powersthe optimumreceiverflatnessis preferable.
signallevelat thewidebanddetector.Becausethe detectorhasa
must be computedto
In the noisemodesthe RF attenuation
longtimeconstantto accommodatelowfrequencies,
the processor
to optimizethedynamicrange
within2.5dB becauseit is essential
increasesthe pathgain in biggerstepsthan it decreasesit (i.e.,
to this resolutionratherthan to the
of the receivercontinuously
the processorrespondsdramaticallyto a fallingsignal level,
10-dB resolutionthat is adequatein other modes. Information
whereasthe hardwarerespondsmore quicklyto a risingsignal
level).By thismethodthe responseto bothrisingand fallinglevels
of the white-noiseinput signalis
about the energydistribution
isoptimized.
rs
containedin the channelcapacityvalueenteredby the operator.
Oncethe processorhasdecidedthatautorangrng
tromthe
required and has taken the appropriateaction, it makes a
The processorthen calculatesthe requiredattenuation
logarithmicconversionot the instantaneous
analog-to-digital equation:
converteroutputword whilewaitingfor the widebanddetector
- widebandinputpower - autorangelevel
RF attenuation
analogcircuitsto settle.This result,correctedby the calibration
data, is displayedas the best estimateof the widebandinput
power.Onceautoranging
The valueo{ the autorangeevel is the desiredinputpowerto
is completea real-time
clock is started
the processoraftera time relatedto the timeconthe firstmixerand is relatedto the channelcapacityby a table.
that interrupts
dethe RFattenuation
stantof the analogcircuits.This next resultis made availableto
Thus,as the channelcapacityincreases,
Inthemeantimethedisplayedresulthasbeen
the HP-lBinterface.
creases.The processormakesthe bestupdatedestimateol the
setting.TheFF
the RFattenuator
inputpowerandthencalculates
slewingcontinuously
to this finalresult.In this mannerthe f rontpanel user alwaysgets a best estimate,much like an analog
attenuators
can be switchedf rom all-into all-outin threesteps,
approachhad been used, 16 steps
meter,whereasthe HP-lBuserwill get onlylhe accuratesettled
whereasif a state-machine
improvement
in
value.This settlingtime softwareis sharedby all modes.
wouldhavebeenrequired.Hencea considerable
is made. Also the wideband
responsetime and relayreliability
power algorithmrs used in this mode to determrnewhethera
Spectrum Analysis Mode
noise-onor noise-offconditionexistsso that the processorcan
is autoranged
Inthismodethe RF(radio-f
requency)attenuation
decide whetherthe currentnarrowbandresultis an NPR(noise
by the processorif the widebandinputpoweris greaterthanthe
(seebox on
powerratio)or a BINR(thermalnoise)measurement
referencelevel.A typical applicationof the baseband analyzer
noise
importantin the autosequence
of a whtte-noise page 6). Thisis particularly
that requiresthis functionis the measurement
the receiverto a
mode when this resultis used to synchronize
level,
signal.Whenthe in-bandnoiseis displayedatthereference
remoleQeneralor.
exceedsthe referencelevel
the broadbandpowerconsiderably
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(Fig.z) oncethe
internalsetoftest programsto be accessed
microprocessorand keyboardsare operational.

system.The 37018A softwarepackagewas developedby
Reid Urquhart and Ian fohnston.
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A CombinedTrackingand White-Noise
Generator
by John R. Pottinger and Stephen A. Biddle

WO TYPESOF STIMULUS are necessaryfor testing
microwave radio equipment at the baseband.For
basebandamplitude responsemeasurementsa swept
sine wave of accurately programmable frequency and level
is required; the sine wave also is used as a fixed-frequency
test tone. For white-noise testing a defined band of white
noise ofknown characteristics is required (see box on page
6J. The HP Model 3724A125A126,\ Baseband Analyzer provides both stimuli through a combined tracking and
white-noise generator design (Fig. r).

GeneratorSystemConfiguration
The leveling loop control circuits, power amplifier and
attenuator are mounted on a single circuit board below the
synthesizer in the 3725A Display. The output from the
attenuator is routed via an impedance switching board in
the 3724A Baseband Analyzer to its front panel.
This configuration enables a 3724A125A combination to
produce a tracking sine-wave source that covers a frequency range from 300 Hz to 18.6 MHz and is flat within 0.2
dB peak-to-peak from 10 kHz to 14 MHz at levels between

(ln 3724A)
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Fig. 1. Block diagramof the whitenoiseand tracking generatorin the
3725A Display.

+6 dBm and -50 dBm. A 3724A125Awith a 3726A Filter
Mainframe contains a noise source and all the necessary
band-defining and bandstop filters for white-noise loading
measurements. The white-noise generator and banddefining filters produce defined bands of noise in the range
from 10 kHz to 13 MHz (the required bands being defined by
CCIR,* Intelsat, etc.). Typical flatness is 0.6 dB peak-topeak with a power range of +12 dBm to -60 dBm, and the
crest factor exceeds 12 dB (crest factor : ratio of peak power
to rms power). When more than nine filters are required, up
to three 3726A.smay be used on any one system. The filters
are designed to plug directly into the front of the mainframe
for easy interchangeability.
The generator is designed to level either the sine-wave
tracking signal or the output from the noise source. A fundamental difference between the two modes is that, for the
sine-wave tracking signal, the flatness is defined only by
the detector and the radio-frequency (RF) circuits between
the detector and the front-panel output. In the noise mode,
the signal flatness is defined by all the RF circuit components from the noise source to the front-panel output; the
detector only measures the total power level of the defined
band of noise.
One of the most important parameters is the inherent
noise power ratio (NPR) of the white-noise test signal,
which dictates the structure of the generator. The notch
(slot) produced by the bandstop filters cannot be followed
by any active circuits because even very small amounts of
nonlinearity would reduce the notch depth. Hence, the
bandstop filters must follow the power amplifier, which
means the bandstop filters must be able to achieve the
required notch at relatively high power levels.
Noise Source
The noise source is the Johnson noise generated by a
resistor and amplified by a five-stage, Iow-noise amplifier.
Three transistors are used per stage. A low-noise amplifier
is necessary to avoid the effects of the additional noise
generated by the transistors, which does not have the desired white-noise spectrum. Adjustment of the amplifiers
makes the noise level flat typically within 0.2 dB peak-topeak from 10 kHz to 14 MHz
* Internalona Rado Consutat ve Commttee

v1
VoltageControlled
Amplitier

Fig. 3. Voltage-controlledamplifier stage.

Filters
The higher-frequency
bandstopfilters use quartzcrystals,and all the otherfilters use passiveLC (inductancecapacitance)elements.The band-definingfilters use series
combinationsof high-passand low-passsections.Many of
the inductorsusestrandedLitz* * wire to achievethe high Q
necessary.The filters are hermetically sealedto preventthe
Litz wire's absorbing moisture, since this would reduce
their Q, The hermetic seal is effectedby printing a broad
rectangular copper border on the component side of the
printed circuit board and soldering a steel cover to it. A
small quantity of silica gel is enclosedto absorbany moisture trapped at the time of sealing.This avoids any necessity to fill the enclosurewith specially dried gas.The filter
printed circuit board is mountedwithin its case,an edge
connector at one end interfacesto the motherboardin the
3726A, and a plastic molding and keyswitch at the other
end becomesthe front panel. The filter is switched in or out
by a pair of relays on the filter board to minimize stray
coupling.
The 3726A also may be used to housebandpassfilters
that correspondto the bandstopfilters. The bandpassfilters
may be used to extend the receiverNPR measurementsensitivity for applications such as radio system component
testing.

Vn"

Leveling-Loop Control
Fig. 2 shows a simplified diagramof the leveling loop.
For both modesthe RF input V1 is known within +2 dB. In
the noisemode eachband-definingfilter hasan individual
attenuatorthat defines a constantoutput power. HenceV1
is effectivelyeliminated as a primary factor influencing the
loop gain. The voltage-controlledamplifier consistsof
threestages,one of which is shown in Fig. 3. A fFET (juncController
Fig. 2. Leveling-loop block diagram.

* *A stranded conductor whose strands are ind vrdually insulated and wound so that each
s t r a n d v a r e s t s o o s i t r o nr n t h e c o n d l c t o r s c r o s s - s e c t i o nt o m n m i z e s k i n e f f e c t .
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tion field-effect transistor) is used as the control device, the
circuit attenuation being controlled by the applied gate
voltage. This approach yields consistent flatness at all values of attenuation and good high-level signal handling
capabilities. As the fFET's drain-source resistance is varied,
the bias conditions for the emitter-follower stages are
changed. This would allow a transient to propagate around
the loop to the level detector, which could cause the entire
loop to become unstable. The Iocal integrator loop prevents
this effect by controlling the bias conditions to hold the
mean output of the emitter follower at zero volts.
Two different leveling-loop and local-loop time constants are used. A 100-ms leveling-loop settling time is used
for the noise mode and the sine-wave mode above 10 kHz. A
500-ms settling time is used for the sine-wave mode from
2OOHz to 10 kHz. A fast settling time is needed to ensure a
rapid update rate for the baseband response mode.
Leveling-Loop Gain
In a leveling loop the loop gain and hence stability and
settling time are usually dependent on the input signal
amplitude, the multiplier function, and in this case the
attenuation of the bandstop filter. The input V1 has already
been defined to within 1-2 dB so this parameter is not
significant. Referring to Fig. 2,
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For the three-stagevoltage-controlled amplifier (Fig. 3),

':#=[

RDS/R1

(RDS/R1)+1 - (Vss/Vp)

(2)

]'

From (1) and (3) and using Vo:V2xG1 xA1 it follows:
G:KVoVB
whereKisaconstant.
The important characteristic of this equation is that a
large gain change in the voltage-controlled amplifier results in a relatively small change in the loop gain. The result
is shown in Fig. 4. Despite the high degree of nonlinearity
in the JFET characteristic, an acceptable variation of settling time can be achieved for the main control loop.
Power Amplifier and Power Splitter
The output stage of the power amplifier is shown in Fig.
5. The peak noise power of 650 mW requires approximately
+7V into 75 ohms. A class-A push-pull current-source output stage is used since it can use the standard +15V supply
on the circuit board. The output impedance is defined by a
75-ohm shunt resistor.
The power-splitter arrangement is switched to give the
best compromise for both noise and sine-wave modes. The
sine-wave configuration is a conventional power splitter,
which offers the best accuracy and least sensitivity to load
impedance variations. The noise configuration is optimized for minimum loss at the expense of higher sensitivity to load impedance variations. This maximizes the power
output available at the front panel. For all low-power measurements there is some attenuation between the power
splitter and the load. This reduces errors caused by load
variations and is also the dominating influence in defining
the output return loss. High-power outputs are primarily
required for overload testing where some loss of accuracy is
acceptable.

Loop Detector

where B is the gain of the RF path of the voltage-controlled
amplifier, Rps is the fFET drain-to-source resistance at
Vr.:0, Vo is the fFET pinchoff voltage and Vg, is the gateto-source voltage. Differentiating (2) with respect to Vn,
gives:

avz 3v2lE
,"*: %(R"r/R1)

The baseband amplitude response mode requires a loop
settling time of less than 100 ms to within 0.01 dB. This
rules out the possibility of using a thermal true-rms detector, which would have been ideal for detecting both noise
and sine-wave signals. Instead, a biased Schottky-diode
bridge is used to recover the full-wave-rectified mean of the
input and provide a good balance between accuracy and
speed. The difference in detected voltage between the noise
and sine-wave signals is compensated by the microprocessor-controlled dc reference voltage which also provides the fine output adjustment over a 2-dB range.
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The automatic sequence noise mode of the baseband
analyzer performs a sequence of NPR and thermal noise
(BINR) measurements on up to four slot frequencies and
tabulates the results on the CRT display. In this mode the
generator continuously cycles its noise output on (at the
Ievel entered by the operator) and off (to allow the BINR
measurements to be made). For end-to-end measurements
the remote receiver locks onto this generator sequence.
Instead of switching the attenuator to cycle the generator
on and off, the leveling-loop output is reduced to a low level
@ig. ) by setting the jFETs in the voltage-controlled amplifier to their minimum resistance. This achieves a level
change greater than 40 dB, which is more than adequate
and avoids premature wear of the attenuator relays.

From
Voltage
Controlled
Amplifier

Power
A;nplifier

Power Splitter

To Oetectoa

-15V

System Flexibility
An important goal during the development of the
generatorwas to give the customermaximum flexibility in
configuring the system.The designallows interchangeability of filter type and position, and even variation in the
number of filter mainframes.These variations in system
topology have required that each circuit element be designed to be flat with frequency and exhibit high return
loss. In this way variations causedby interactionsbetween
elementsare minimized.
Considerableattention to circuit layout and configuration was necessaryto eliminate ground loops which, because of finite ground path impedance, would otherwise
result in degradationof bandstop filter notch depth.
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Flg,5, Poweramplifier and power
sDlittercircuit.

Up to 100 dB of gain is necessaryto amplify the Johnson
noise of the noise sourceto the level necessaryto produce
+ 12 dBm at the generatoroutput. Carefulpositioning of RF
screening was essentialto prevent crosstalk between the
bandstop filter path on the 3726A motherboard (carrying
high-level signals)and the early stagesof the noise source
contained within the same mainframe.
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Wideband,Fast-WritingOscilloscope
SolvesDifficultMeasurementProblems
A new expansionstorage cathoderay tube and a
wideband amplifier design extend the writing rate
frontierto 2000 cmlps.
by Danny J. Oldfield and James F. Haley

OMBINING EXTREMELY FAST WRITING RATE
(2000cm/ps) with high-bandwidthsignal fidelity
(275 MHz), the HP Model 1727A Oscilloscope
(Fig. t) captures single-shot or low-repetition-rate signals
with rise times as fast as 1.27 ns, four divisions high. The
key to this high performance is Hewlett-Packard's state-ofthe-art expansion storage technology. The 2000 cm/ps writing speed is available in the variable persistence mode,
which provides the maximum light integrating capability
needed to produce bright, crisp displays of low-repetitionrate signals.
Consider the need to measure a very fast transition that
occurs only once every few seconds. With a conventional
oscilloscope, this measurement is virtually impossible.
With the 1727A, however, the transition need occur only
once for it to be captured for complete characterization
(Fig. 2).
Another difficult problem, one that arisesin Iogic design,
is identifying a setup or hold violation on a D flip-flop:

when the clock arrives before the data has been present Iong
enough, or the data is removed too soon after the clock has
occurred, the output is indeterminate. If the violation occurs only a small percentage of the time, a conventional
oscilloscope probably will not produce a display bright
enough to be noticed . The 1.727A, on the other hand, if set
for long persistence, will need just one or two occurrences
to display the violation (Fig. 3).
The high bandwidth needed for such applications is obtained using an amplifier system originally developed for
the 1,72OAOscilloscope.l The major 1727A design challenge was to develop a cathode ray tube [CRT) that could
accommodate this amplifier system and take advantage of
Hewlett-Packard's expansion storage technology. During
the development of the original expansion storage CRT,
currently used in the 1744A Oscilloscope, extensive computer modeling was used to optimize the expansion lens
design. Leveraging that effort by adding high-speed vertical
plates to the L744A CRT design resulted in a CRT with

Fig. 1. With lts 275-MHz
bandwidth, variade persistence,
and high 2000-cmlps writing
capability, Model 1727A Oscittoscope can capture single-shot or
low-repetition-ratesignals that
would be difficult to obserye
otherwise.
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linear magnification of approximately six. This results in a
displayed image approximately 5.5 cm x 7.5 cm. Since the
lens action is fully static, no additional switching is required and all of the advantages of flexibility noted for
variable persistence CRTs are retained.
The expansion storage mesh is sandwiched between the
collector and accelerator meshes, directly in front of the
collimation lens (seeFig. ). Although it is physically dense
(1000 lines/inch) and has a target area of only 1 cm2, the
mesh operates much like a standard storage mesh.
Several design advantages were gained by reducing the
storage target size. With a smaller target, better dielectric
deposition uniformity can be achieved than with larger
meshes. The write gun can be shorter and more efficient
than one needed to scan a larger area. The writing rate can
be improved further by raising the write gun cathode potential, although this results in a tradeoff with deflection sensitivity.
Fig. 2. A sing le-shotsig nal with a 1.27-ns displaye d transition
time is easity captured by the 1727A Oscl//oscope (Sweep
speed : 1 nsldiv.)
higher performance but without the long development
normally associated with a completely new CRT. Complementing the \727A CRT's high performance is an autointensity circuit designed to minimize blooming and virtually eliminate operator concern about burning the storage
surface.

ExpansionStorage
Expansion storage combines a precision storage mesh
with an electronic lens system that magnifies and projects
the stored image. The storage mesh used in an expansion
storage CRT is much smaller than the storage mesh used in
earlier variable persistence/storage tubes, just as the 3S-mm
transparencies used for home entertainment purposes are
much smaller than the screen upon which their images are
projected. The electrostatic expansion lens provides a

Distributed Deflection Plates
The 1,727A uses a transmission-line deflection plate
structure that appears to the vertical output amplifier as a
resistive load rather than a capacitive load (Fig. 5). With this
structure, response is limited not by available drive cument
but by the speed of the overall amplifier design. This results
in a much higher bandwidth than is possible with conventional deflection plates.
The structure is manufactured by winding helixes of
metallic ribbon. Each helix is analogous to a lumpedparameter transmission line. After solidly mounting a pair
of helixes on glass beading rods in the electron gun assembly, no further mechanical adjustment for electrical characteristics is needed. By matching the signal delay between
adjacent segments to the velocity of the write gun electrons,
a given electron is deflected by a certain part of the input
signal for the entire time it is between the plates. Thus, the
electron beam is exposed to a deflection field that travels
from segment to segment at the speed of the electrons.

Optimizingthe ExpansionLens

Fig. 3. D flipJlop setup violationshowing a metastablestate
(Sweepspeed : 5 nsldiv.)

The usual problems encountered in the design of good
lens systems that project visual images are inherent in the
design of an electrostatic lens. Limited material choices,
constantly varying "refractive index," and modeling difficulties characterize the major obstacles. Furthermore,
holding linear distortions to less than 4o/oand focused spot
size variations to a ratio of 2:\ or less at 6 x magnifications
presented challenging problems.
The lens used to establish feasibility of the projection
storage method was a simple cylindrical design from Liebmann.2 The results of the initial experiment were mixed.
The feasibility of obtaining a real inverted image of the
storage mesh on the phosphot screen was demonstrated,
but the image quality was terribly poor. Several more lenses
were tried with similar results, and a computer-aided design model was developed to assist in the task. An extremely useful program was written as a result of these
efforts.
The CAD program is capable of accurately modeling rotationally symmetric lens systems of the general type. It alIows plotting equipotential contours within the boundaries
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WriteGun
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Storage Mesh
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of the defined systemand includes field computation subroutinesfor use in computing ray-hacetrajectoriesthrough
the lens.Fig. 6 shows a samplesetof equipotentialsand ray
tracesobtained by using the program to model one of the
lens configurations studied. When the predicted results
were comparedwith experimentalresultson actualtubes,it

Flg.4. Model 1727A'sexpansion
storage CRT combines a srna//
ptecision storage mesh with an
electrostatic/ens sysfem.

lvas found that agreementwithin 5% could be expected.
This accuracy proved to be more than sufficient for the
program's desired uses.
Although computer modeling was extremely useful in
approachingthe final lens design,the program'slimitation
to iotationally symmetriccasespreventedits usein the final

Fig. 5' Ihe 1727A CRT usesa lransmission tineverticatdef lection ptatestructureto help achieve
high bandwidth.
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Variable Persistence
Theanalysisof transient
signals,whetherrepetitive
or
electrical
single-shot,has long been a problem for users of cathode ray
tubeoscilloscopes.
CRTsmay be ableto producea
Conventional
screentraceduringthe occurrenceof the transient,but the few
millisecondsof phosphorpersistenceusuallydoes not allow
enough time for anything except a fleeting glimpse of the
waveform.
Phosphorsgenerate photon energy from electronexcitation.
Thisphotonenergyconsistsof a primaryemission,whichoccurs
at thetimeof excitation,
and a secondaryemissionthatcontrnues
afterthe stimulushas been removed.The durationof the seconis frequentlyusedto characdary emission,calledpersistence,
terizephosphors.P31, for example,decaysto 10% of the peak
lightoutputlevelin 38 ps.
undervaryingconOptimumtracequalitycouldbe maintained
forsweep
ditionsby switchingphosphors,
therebycompensating
speeds,repetition
rates,and othersignalcharacteristics,
butthat
is not practical.Variablepersistence
oscilloscopes,
on the other
hand, afford control over the perceived persistenceof a CRT
phosphorand thereforecan be tailoredto the characteristics
of
the signalbeing measured.
Hewlett-Packardintroduced variable persistenceistorage
CRTsin 1966.Thesetubesuseda dielectrically
coatedfinewire
meshlocatednearthe phosphorsurface(Fig 1).Whenthe write
beam impingeson the storagesurface,it writesby creatingareas
of localizedpositivecharge that can be differentiatedfrom the
unwrittenbackgroundareasof the target.Thelocalizedcharging
is caused by secondaryemission,a processthat can be illustratedbestby the followingexample.Supposethatthreeprimary
write beam electronsstrikethe storagesurfacewith lust enough
energyto dislodgethreesecondaryelectrons.
Sincethechargeis
zero, the net effect of this interactionis zero. However,if the
primary electronsstrike the surface with substantiallymore
energy,each one may dislodgeseveralsecondaryelectrons.lf
the secondaryelectronscan be captured,or collected,by a
nearby electrodeso that they do not returnto the storage surface, the requiredpositivecharging of writtenareas will be accomplished.
Thesecondaryemissionratio,definedas the numberof secondary electronsproducedby each primaryelectron,is a f unctionof
many variables.Write beam energy, dielectricmaterialcharacteristics,and secondarycollectionefficiencyall determinethe
overallefficiencyof the process.A well-designed
storageCRT
optimizesall thesefactorsto producecontrolledcharge patterns
on the storagesurface,so that writtenand unwrittenareascan be
easilydifferentiated.
After completionof the sweep, flood gun electronsproduce a
visualimage of the storedtrace. The low-velocityelectronsfrom
the flood gun are repelled by negativelycharged areas of the
storagesurfaceand are gatheredby the positivepotentialon the

collector mesh nearby. Where the surface has a net positive
charge-the writtenareas-the f lood gun electronsapproaching
potential
the meshare pulledthroughby the highaccelerating
on
the phosphorsurface.Oncethroughthe storagemesh,the electrons strikethe screenwith sufficientenergyto excitethe phosphor, produce photonemission,and displaythe stored trace
(Fis.2).
To erase the stored image, the storage mesh is raised to a
potentialequalto that of the collectormesh (120V)for approximately 50 ms. This acceleratesthe flood gun electrons with
enoughenergyto createa secondaryemissionratiogreaterthan
one and thereby producesa net positivecharge over the entire
storagesurface.The surfacethen is returnedto approximately
10Vfor the nextwritecycle,
Variablepersistence
is obtainedby shortening
the erasecycle
so only partialerasureoccurs. lmaginea stored image being
projectedonto the phosphor.Whilethe image remainsstored,it
continuesto be displayedon the screenof the CRT.lf that stored
image is erased slowly,the image on the phosphorfades away.
Thisprocessresultsin a persistencedependenton the erasureof
the storagemesh.Applyingsmallerasepulses(4 to B volts)slowly
erasesa storedimage.By varyingthe frequencyof the pulses,
differentpersistencelevelscan be achieved.At the minimumpersistencecontrolsetting,the persistenceis approximately300
ms. When no pulsesare applied,the persistenceis maximum.
Thefront-panel
brightness
controldetermrnes
the background
which is a functionof the numberof floodgun elecbrightness,
trons strikingthe phosphor.Increasrngthe brightnesscontrol
increasesthe potentialon the entirestoragemesh.Thrscauses
the writtenand unwrittenareasto pass more flood gun electrons,
therebyincreasingboth backgroundand trace brightness.
The
relativecontrastbetweenthe trace and the backgroundremains
constantuntilthe trace saturates.At this point,a reductionin
contrastresults,Contrastadjustmentis achievedthroughthe
interactiveadjustmentof both the intensityand the persistence
controls.Normally
the brightness
controlis positioned
at minrmum
and increasedas requiredby the application.

Phosphor
Viewing
Screen

Flood Guns

Collimator
Mesh

Surfaie

Post
Accelerator

Fig. 1, Sinplified variable persistence CRT construction.

Fig,2, Once a trace is wriften on the storage mesh of a
variade pers/stence CRT, flood gun electrons can penetrate
the storage mesh in the written areas and continue on to the
phosphor. Flood gun electronsare repelled by unwrittenareas
of the storagemesh.
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Fig. 6, A sample setof equipotential lines and ray traces obtained
from a computer CRT modeling
program that was developed to
assistln the design of the 1744A
and 1727ACRTs.
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design phases.Becauseofthe rectangular display format, it
was found that optimum lens performance could be most
easily achieved by strongly correcting the lens in the four
corner regions.
The lens is operated at a lower potential than the accelerator. This decelerates the electrons leaving the accelerator mesh and deflects them toward the axis of the lens
system. The electrostatic field is strong enough to cause the
electrons to cross completely through the lens axis. This
causes divergent beams of electrons from the accelerator
mesh to converge and produce an inverted real image of the
storage mesh at the phosphor screen. On the viewing side of
the lens system, the electrons are accelerated again to regain
their original velocity, and the image is magnified when
projected on the phosphor. A displayed spot on the phosphor moves six times farther than on the storage surface,
thereby increasing the writing speed by a factor of six.
A new write gun, optimizing both current density and
spot size, was developed to enhance the trace characteristics ofthe expansion storage display. High current density
is necessary to achieve fast writing speeds, while small spot
size compensates for the effects of magnification.

level, which is set on an individual basis during calibration
to provide maximum viewing capability over a wide range
of sweep speeds. The integrator charges during a sweep and
slightly discharges during the retrace when the beam is
blanked. When the integrator reaches its threshold value, it
clamps the gate voltage, which then limits the CRT beam
currenl
Integrator output varies depending on operating conditions. For example, all repetitive waveforms, regardless of
sweep speed, reach threshold after five or six sweeps and
force the gate voltage to clamp. For single-shot events at fast
sweep speeds, the integrator charge time is insufficient for
it to reach the threshold level, while single-shot measurements at mid-range sweep speeds usually do allow the
integrator to charge to the threshold and clamp the gate
voltage. With slow sweep speeds, the trace intensity starts
high and then decreases to an acceptable level as the integrator reaches the threshold.

Auto-lntensityCircuit
The 1727A's auto-intensity circuit is a significant contribution to HP's variable persistence/storage oscilloscope
technology (Fig. z). The circuit, which includes the CRT in
a feedback loop, senses a small percentage of the beam
cunent, and when the intensity exceeds a preset level,
clamps the unblanking gate voltage applied to the write
gun. This minimizes blooming and significantly reduces
the chances that the storage surface will be burned.
Within the CRT is an accelerator cup that shapes the
electron beam and intercepts any off-axis electrons emitted
from the cathode. When the stray electrons strike the cup
wall, a small current is generated that is directly proportional to the true beam current. This small current, typically
nanoamperes, is applied to the integrator in the autointensity circuit. When the integrator input current exceeds
a preset level, the output starts ramping to the threshold
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Fig,7. Auto-intensitycircuit minimizesblooming and possible
storage surtace damage.

FastVerticalAmplifierSystem
The 1727A'shigh bandwidthresultsfrom usingcustom
2-GHz integrated circuits developed originally for the
1,72oA, a high-performance conventional oscilloscope.
The vertical amplifier system consists of two vertical
channels having separate attenuators with selectable input
impedance (1 MO/50O). The attenuators give fullbandwidth performance and have very low input capacitance (11 pF). A custom monolithic preamplifier in a differential cascode configuration conditions each channel's attenuated signal. The circuit contains 35 Z-GHz transistors
that control channel and trigger selection as well as vertical
positioning. The two chips for the two vertical channels are
mounted on one alumina substrate that includes 16 lasertrimmed thick-film resistors. The combined output of the
preamplifiers goes through a 50-ns delay line to the output
amplifier. The output amplifier has two ICs. One is in a
16-lead dual in-line package and the other is on an alumina
substrate with thick-film resistors. The thick-film amplifier

is a "sliding cascode" configuration with high currentdrive capability and large dynamic range for driving the
CRT's deflection plates.

StorageModes
Like other HP 17OO-Seriesvariable persistence/storage
oscilloscopes, the 1727A has two modes of waveform storage: auto-store and store. The auto-store mode, useful for
single-shot events, is selected by pressing both the AUTO
STORE and SINGLE-sweep pushbuttons. Auto-store automatically sets the persistence control to maximum for the
fastest writing speed. After the event triggers the sweep and
the signal is captured, Ihe 1727A automatically switches to
the store mode for maximum storage time. Front-panel indicators show which state the instrument is in and clearly
indicate when the scope is triggered and when it switches
to store. Pressing the STORE/DISPLAYbutton produces a
viewable trace.
The 1,727Aalso provides an auto-erasemode, which is a
repetitive single-shot mode. Once set up, auto-erase provides a continuous sequenceofupdated displays. The view
time is selected by the user to allow hands-off operation.
Signals can be measured and circuits adjusted without the
need to reset the oscilloscope. If a dual-channel alternatesweep display mode is selected, the auto-erase circuits wait
until both sweeps have completed before starting the view
time. An example of the use of the auto-erasemode is shown
in Fig. B.
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rrr:'t
''']]:i.,
with the local Big Brotherorganization,
playspiano,and is currently
renovating
hashome.
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PRODUCT
INFORMATION
HP ltlodef3724N25N26A
BasebandAnalyzer

HP Modsl 1727AStorage
Oscilloscope(275MHz)

MANUFACTURINGDIVISION:
QueensfsrryTolocommunicationsDiv|ston
South Queonsterry, Wsst Lothian
Scotland EH30 gTc

MANUFACTT'RINGDIVISION:
ColoradoSprirEs Division
P.O. Box 2197
Colorado Springs, Colorado80901 U.S.A.
TECHNICAL DATA: HP PublicationNo, 5953€90l
PRICE lN U.S.A.: S8700.00

TECHNICAL DATA: HP Plbticarions 5952-3282,
5952.3285,5953-6686.
PFICESIN U.S.A.:
3724A BandbandAnalyzer,$21,225
3725ADisplay,$14,715.
37264 Filter Mainlramor$2620,
Fillerstorth6 3726Arangeupwardin pricelrom S545.Forspecificrequirements,consutt
local HP sales reores€ntative.
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